RPA365
Convert Your Automation CAPEX to OPEX

As the demand for RPA and AI Technologies continues to grow, budgeting capital expenditures for RPA and AI software
investments is sometimes challenging in today’s environment. RPA365 allows companies to convert their RPA
Capital Expenditures to Operational Expenditures by combining Software Licensing, Implementation Services
and Accelirate’s ROC (Robotic Operations Center) into an innovative outcome based pricing model that delivers ROI.
The main challenge to achieving RPA at scale within an
organization is the heavy upfront costs required that prevent
an enterprise from realizing the returns of their investment
until far later down the line. Similar to the inevitable shift
in the technology industry from infrastructure sales to
cloud sales, clients prefer to pay just one monthly fee
for all their automation needs and realize the outcomes as
they pay. Accelirate sees the value in helping their clients
“Own their Outcomes” while providing all the aspects
necessary to build a successful RPA Program including,
Process Discovery, Analysis, Documentation, Infrastructure,
development, and 24/7 monitoring and support. Similar to
Leasing a Car rather than buying, this continuos automation
subscription provides new automations on a regular basis,
thus scaling your digital workforce and furthering your
digital transformation while simultaneously increasing ROI.

RPA365 Lifecycle

RPA365 Methodology
Ongoing Automation Support
RPA Infrastructure
Bot Licenses

By combining the services and licensing into one
package, the business has the ease of paying only one
fee to enable their entire automation program. With
RPA365, Accelirate handles the challenge of managing
the licensing and infrastructure fees and metrics
required to fully equip the RPA analysis, deployment,
and development teams, removing the hastle from the
client’s side. RPA365 Also Includes:
•
•
•

Accelirate’s AutomationNavigator - Robotic
Process Management Assessment and Storage Tool
Accelirate’s TextXtractor - AI-Based Text
Classification and Extraction Training Tool
Accelirate’s Atlas - RPA Enablement and Delivery
Program

This Automation Program Subscription Service enables any organization to grow their program consistantly and
at scale. With RPA365 digital transfomration comes easy, providing tangible goals and note-worthy ROI. For more
information on Accelirate’s RPA365 or any of the Accelirate Tools included in the program, please contact
info@accelirate.com.
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